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BOOK REVIEWS
Group Theoretical MethcKls in Physics (Lecture Notes in Physcs, Vol 313)
(Proceedings of the XVI Inlcmaiional Colloquium held at Vama. Bulgaria. June l.S -30, 1^87)
by H D Doebner* J D Hennig and T D Palev
sponger-Verlag : Berlin- Hcidclbcrg-Ncw Yoiic-lxjndon-Paris-Tokyt>-Hong Kong, 1988 
xi-i599 pages, illusiraied ; price : DM 107.00 (Hard cover); ISBN 3-540-50245-9
This book embodies the proceedings of the 16th IniemationaJ Colloquium on group theory 
held at Varna. Bulgeria in June, 1987. For a subject like group theory where new and 
remarkable theorems of interest in physics are still coming up in the literature, it might appear 
that the book may have already lost its topicality somewhat. Even a quick first reading, 
however, dispels this fear : the coverage on representation theory, the Lie supcralgebras, 
supersymmetries, group theory in manylx^dy systems, gauge thct)ry, field theory and strings 
has lost none of their relevance. There are quite a few clear but tersely written articles which a 
professional practitioner in the field could read with considerable profit. At the risk of a 
somewhat biased reviewing of the articles in book, I may mention in particular a few :
(I) Representation theory : There is a nc;w twist given in the paper by Gindikin on twistor 
algebra. Judd presents a clear group theoretic trciUmcni letiding to expressions of 6-J and 9~j 
symbols for a class of the groups of use in Molecular Physics (Jahn-Tcller effect, for 
example). Post discusses equations for x-functions and representation of Kac-Moody
groups.
(II) Lie superalgebra and supersymmetry : Supcralgebras and sypersymmelric Quantum 
Mechanics are u-eated by Beckers and Hussin and by Boya. The latter in particular discusses 
many physical examples using such generic potentials 5-functions, Pdschel-Tcller and 
inicrmcxliaic range types where the scattering amplitudes behave in nongcncric way. Montovsi 
ft* al give a very readable account of the role of supersymmetry in the self consistent solution 
ol the states of a many-fenmion system.'Ueno and Yamada give a thorough discussion of the 
soIiLion solutions for the super Kadomisev-Pciviashvili hieriirchy.
(HI) Symmetries and Quantr/.aiion Methods : A Bohm et al give a detailed account of 
relativistic spectrum generating groups related to collective model for hardons. Bracken and 
McAnally discuss the classic So(4,2) group for the coulomb problem using a tilted form 
admitting of an explicit solution of the Heisenberg’s equation. Tsanov and Mladcnov 
delinciite the geometric quantization of the Kepler problem with a magnetic monopole.
(IV) Many Body System etc : Jaric gives an unusual overview ol group theory oi 
quasicrystals. Kasperkovtz discusses ergodic properties of hard rod systems. Koizev and
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Alcxadrova classify all color space groups of cubic chromomorphic classes. Ozaki gives a 
good survey of the group theoretical analysis of th^ ' lattice distortion in anisotropic 
superconductivity.
(V) Nuclear Physics : Feng gives a summary of the recent schemes of symmetry classirication 
in nuclear levels. Georgieva eial present the boson representation of the Sp(24Jl) and the 
related classification of even-even nuclei. Moshinsky, true to his fame, gives a fascinating 
presentation of the nuclear collective WSp(6,R) model.
(VI) Gauge Theories : O’Raifeartaigh describes an Eucicdcan extension of the anomaly flux- 
flux identity. Paseman presents QED as a theory of quantised connection forms. Spiridonov 
discusses Sp(2)~-symmetric realization of the ghost spectrum in the gauge theories.
(VII) r^’icld and Slrmg Theories ■ Floreanini and Vinel discuss complex scalar fields in
So(2,1)-invarianl backgrounds. Gu/can and Hans deal with conformally invariant wave 
equations on 3+2 de Sitter space. Piette discusses properties of some solutions of the 
U(N) sigma models Reugg presents a new outlook on the classic problems of Ihcj fenmons 
and Jordan matrices. Smii discusses the use of algebraic and arilhmctic gcomelry m string 
theory. 1
it would be clear horn (he above selected examples that the volume covers \  diverse 
range of topics—all on frontier areas (including the ever ncw‘classic’ ones)—and it would 
continue to be a go(xl source-book of contemporary group theory research in Physics for 
quite some time to come.
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DitTcrcntial Eqiiutiuns (Lecture Notes in Pure and Applied Malhemaiics, Vol 18) 
(Proceedings of die EQUADIFF Conlercnce, 19H7) 
edited by C M Dafermos, G Ladas and G Papanicolaou
Marod I>ckkcT New York Hascl, 1989
XI f 787 pages, iHiislrated , pnee 1v I SO (X) (Soft covn) , ISBN 0 8247 -8077-9
Tliis bcx)k covers the proc:ecdings of the 1987 EQADIFF Conference held at the Democritus 
University of Greece. A whole series of such conferences being held for more than a decade 
emphasizes the spirit of the modern paiadigm that has emerged, viz. the unification of the 
field embodying diverse aspects such as ‘ordinary’, ‘partiaP or ‘functionaP differential 
equations. This present volume is a very gtxxl addition to the maihernaiics literature which 
bolsters die above paradigm.
'I’lie bieaddi of the topics covered is too much to be surveyed comprehensively in a
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brief review. The volume runs lo almost 800 pages. The papers also vary greatly as regards 
lucidity and detailed exposition. Some are very brief reports, while some are written in 
predagogically useful style.
Alexander and Fcidier discuss in detail the global decoupling of coupled symmetric 
oscillators, using graph theoretic tools. Arnold and Boxicr give a good survey of the 
modification of the deterministic bifurcation in the presence of a noise and attempt to answer 
ihe questions related lo the nature of a truly stochastic bifurcation. Barbanti studies 
controllability (and approximate controllability) for linear integral equations of the Volcra- 
Stieltjes type. Bestman covers some aspects of thermal stability of a chemically reacting gas in 
a powers sphere. Chaljub-Simons discusses the cxistance of positive exponentially 
decreasing .solutions for a class of non-linear differential equations with an unbounded 
coefficient. There is an extended discussion on Orthogonal Polynomials in symmetrical 
domains of by Cnops. Da Prato gives an expose on fully non-linear equation in Banach 
space. There is a short but lucid survey on non-standard analysis applied to ordinary 
differential equations. A similar short account is given by Englcficld on explicit solutions of 
Fokker-Planck equation. Furumochi discusses uniform asymptotic stability in functional 
differential equations. Gripenberg reports results on optimal control and integral equations, 
flino covers periodic solutions of a linear Vollarra system while Hirano discusses multiply 
periodic solutions for semi-lmear wave equations with forcing terms. Jodar gives a very 
loadable survey of a class of explicit solutions for Ricculi operator differential eqr uions. 
Klocden and Ixircnz give a survey of Lyapunov stability and attractors under discretization of 
differential equations, which is of great practical interest in numerical ircatmcnts. Kravvariiis 
and Stavvakakis treat an existence theorem for nonlinear random differential inclusions. 
Similar existence theorems arc studied by Ladas et al for second order differential equations 
with piecewise consisuint arguments. Lange has studied the asymptotic behaviour of 
solutions to quasi-linear Schr'Odinger equations. Vibrations of a ‘fractal drum’ arc discussed 
in l^pidus and Fleckingcr. Matlhcij covers some asix^ cLs of boundary value problems for 
ordinary differential equations with parameters. Murakami and Niato discuss some properties 
ot phase space for functional differential equations with infinite delay. Casasayas and Nunes 
give a detailed analysis of the solutions of hamiltonian systems with (r,0) dependent 
potentials for nf:(2,-t‘a) and /i£(0,7) cases. Palamides and Erbc discuss semi-periodic
boundary value problems. Pascal! covers nonlinear variational eigenvalue inclusions. Peelers 
reports results on minimal realizations of integral operators with semi-scperable kernels. 
There is a detailed discussion on elliptic equations with nearly critical growth by Pcletier. 
Popovanov discusses aspects of nonkx:al regularization of some ovcrdcicrmined boundary 
value problems. A finite difference method for solving the stream function equation and 
computing nonsleady viscous fluid flows is investigated by Rakidzi and Radev. Rigas gives a 
brief survey of the efforts to identify a nonlinear stochastic and integral equation via spectral 
methods. Geometrical structure of attractors of a slow-fast dynamical system, viz. double 
J^ croll chaotic attractor, is analyzed by Rossetto. Salvi reports on exterior nonstationary
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problem for the Navier-Siokcs equation for regions with moving boundaries. Turo discusses 
generalized solutions of mixed problems for quasi-lincar hyperbolic systems of functional 
partial differential equations. Ugowski discusses the first Fuoricr problem for some integro- 
differential equations of parabolic type of use in thermoelasticity. Valerncia discusses 
invariant regions for hyperbolic version of Fii^ Hugh-Nagumo equation used in modeling 
nerve-conduction. Valli discusses an existence theorem for non-homogeneous inviscid 
incompressible fluids. Vanderbauwhede et al treat secondary bifurcation in symmetric 
systems. Varga considers a continous model of the evolution of a population under the effect 
of selection. Venkidcs discusses the small dispersion limit of the Korteweg dc Vries equation. 
Wedig considers stability of nonlinear stochastic systems.
The above gives only a bird's eye view of the range of topics covered. The book 
would have been somewhat more readable had the editors grouped them into suitable 
categories. There is however an extensive subject-index at the end which should help the 
reader to find his/her own topics of interest. The book is a welcome compendium addition to 
our repertoire on Differential Equations. |
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